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A SmartScan system is engineered to easily monitor a variety of factors 
in critical indoor environments used in storage, manufacturing, and 
active processes. The system is economical, easily implemented, and 
designed to help protect investment, infrastructure, and production. 
SmartScan systems simplify the process of monitoring large areas or 
multiple data points and can reduce the cost of manual monitoring. 
Monitor just a few points to an enterprise system consisting of multiple 
points in varying locations.The system meets ISO 14644 requirements 
and conforms to the data integrity stipulations specified in FDA 21 
CFR Part 11. SmartScan is the Flexible, Reliable and Compliant Choice 
to handle monitoring your critical environments.

• Mobile & Web-Based User Interface:
A simple web browser is all that you need to interface with SmartScan.

• Use Existing Network Infrastructure
Significantly reduce the installation cost and minimize the disruption 
to current operations. 

• Requires Minimum IT Involvement
Your company already supports the IT infrastructure and we’ll support 
the SmartScan application. You can host the system or we can host in 
our cloud.

• Data Loss Prevention
No measurement data is ever lost due to network interruptions 
because of the SmartScan system’s fault tolerant design. 

• Meets Regulatory Requirements
Meets all the requirements contained in FDA 21 CFR Part 11. In 
addition, a variety of standard reports quickly give auditors what they 
need.

• Easily Validated 
Our inexpensive but comprehensive validation methodology can be 
easily and completely validated in days, not weeks.

• Enterprise-Wide 
Monitor a Manufacturing Plant in New Jersey, a Distribution Center in 
the UK, and a Warehouse in Illinois, all with the same system. Access 
is easily restricted to individuals on a “need to know” basis.
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Calibration with EZcal
SmartScan fully supports traditional calibration methods 
accomplished at the ambient temperature by comparing the value 
produced by the sensor with the temperature read by a recently 
calibrated precision instrument. 

However, the SmartScan EZcal system provides a fresh approach 
that significantly reduces the time and effort required to calibrate 
warehouse temperature and temp/humidity sensors in the field. 
The method is quick, straightforward, and accurate (see below). 
This is possible through SmartScan CQ and CZ sensors’ built-in data 
acquisition devices that produce digital values in engineering units 
(°C for example).

To use EZcal sensors for calibration:

1. Order the number of sensors you need to replace/calibrate in 
your facility.

2. Receive sensors from our pool of fully refurbished and 
recalibrated devices. 

Each sensor is provided with a 3-point calibration 
certificate and a full one-year warranty. 

3. Upon receiving the sensors, simply unplug the old ones and 
plug in the new. 

4. Send the old sensors back for a credit. Sensors will be tested, 
refurbished, recalibrated, and placed back in the EZcal pool.
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SmartScan™ Software:
Our software is a powerful and user-friendly web-based system 
designed to monitor just about any information point located 
anywhere a LAN, Wi-Fi, Internet or Cellular connection exists.
Features:
•Highly Scalable: a single monitoring point to thousands
•Choice in Hosting: Local Windows based system or Cloud hosting 

on our servers
•Standard SQL database: Fully customizable reports and easily 

integrated with existing systems
•Real-time reporting: View through simple web browser or 

available apps for Android and Apple smart phones and tablets
•Alerts delivered in a variety of ways: email, text, pager, or voice 

telephone

SmartScan™ Hardware:
Our suite of sensor, controller, display, and alert products allows 
for virtually unlimited customized possibilities for configuring the 
hardware portion of your SmartScan™ monitoring system. Our highly 
skilled engineers can walk you through setting up a basic plug and play  
self-installed system to designing and installing systems that can 
monitor large pharmaceutical warehouses, clean rooms, and multiple 
remote locations. 

Features:
• Unlimited Number of Monitoring Points  
• Wired or Wireless Networking
• Easy Plug-N-Play Installation   
• Broad Sensor Interconnection Capability
• Free Apps for Tablets and Smart-phones  
• Fault Tolerant Networking Design Throughout 
• Manufactured in an ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 17025 Certified Facility

Selecting  a Wired or Wireless System
SmartScan is dedicated to providing customers with highly customizable options and this extends to our wired and wireless options. 
Both systems use accurate and stable solid state sensors. Review the chart below to help determine which will be right for your 
environment. Keep in mind a SmartScan representative can work with you to create the perfect system to suit your needs and  
that may be a combination of both wired and wireless.   

Feature Wireless Wired
Portability Easily relocate sensors. A static sensor placement is designed 

for a wired system.
Reliability vs. electronic interference Uses high power output sensors 

and frequency switching technology to punch 
through interference and avoid signal fading.

Wired sensors are 
immune to electronic interference.

Low Product Cost Efficiently designed and 
manufactured for a moderate price structure 
even with added components. 

Smaller and less 
components equate to a low product cost.

Ease of Installation We can walk you through a 
DIY installation and acquiring of sensors or 
efficiently install and commission a system 
for you.

While initially more labor 
intensive, our engineers can efficiently 
install your system or work with your 
electrician to provide instructions.

Low Calibration Cost EZcal sensor technology 
makes calibration easy and minimizes costs.

 EZcal sensor technology 
makes calibration easy and minimizes costs.

Low Overall Cost of Ownership  Even with added component 
costs these sensors are designed to keep 
costs down. Batteries replacement is with off 
the shelf brands of your choice.

Once installed, maintenance 
and interaction with the hardware is 
mostly limited to calibration needs. 

 



Features and  
Capabilities:
Nearly three decades of responding to our customers’ needs has 
enhanced the engineering of our robust system architecture

General:

• Completely web-based and accessible from anywhere
• Meets all Regulatory Agency Requirements: 

(21 CFR 11, ISO 14644, USP 797, etc.)
•  Thousands of monitoring points & hundreds of users
• Remote monitoring over LAN/Internet/Cellular 
• Localization (language, number format, dates, etc.) 
• “Express” Validation to minimize the installed cost 
• Pricing model by # of monitoring points.

Reporting:

• Built around a secure SQL Database
• Organized by Departments containing Groups of monitoring points
•  Time recorded in GMT and displayed in local time
• User-Generated Notes are linked to one or more monitoring points
• Interactive Trend Charts & Data Analysis Tools 
• Accurate Hourly Statistics generated for every monitoring point
• Unlimited User-Configurable Reports

Alerts/Real Time Monitoring:

• Alerts via email, text message, pager, and voice 
• Warning and Action Limits for alarm detection
• Alarm List contains Alerts for monitoring points assigned to a user
• Alerts Acknowledged with an Assignable Cause or Corrective Action
• Graphic Displays include Alarm Indicators, Value Displays & Charts

Security:

• Access under strict ID/password control
• Minimum Password Complexity can be defined
• User Activities limited by Configurable Roles
• Passwords can be set to Expire Automatically
• All System Settings Changes recorded in an Audit Trail
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Unparalleled  
Support
SmartScan Technologies appreciates your business and we 
know that you have chosen a Smartscan system to ensure piece 
of mind. Rest assured that even when questions or problems 
arise we make you and your critical assets our top priority.

•Training: We provide software training upon install of your system, 
to help you move with ease and confidence within the Smartscan 
system.

•Application Management: We manage your application for you 
and resolve remote device hardware issues, should they arise.   

•Software Updates: We make software updates and maintenance 
release (patches) available, and install them based on your direction.

•Telephone and Email Technical Support: We provide in-depth 
technical support as necessary to a single point of contact.

•Monthly Review: We log on and check the operation of your 
system every month.

•Auto Response: We  respond to SmartScan’s automatic system 
level alert emails as they are received.

•Priority Response to On-Site Service Requests: We respond to 
emergency support requests within 24 hours.


